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About the Research
• Online Survey Nov 2017
• Wanted to find out how people were using video
• Deeper research in May/June.
• Purpose to understand and explore use of video and audio.
• Challenges
• Successes
• return on investment

Toe in the Water: Ad hoc video
• Could be promotional content,
interviews with editors, intro to topic
• Made on an iPhone
• Easy to produce
• Post it on YouTube
• Promoted via social media
• Don’t set the bar too high
• Anyone can do it, cheap and cheerful
• Almost entirely un-discoverable
• No thought to accessibility

Paddling: Video Summaries
• Dove Medical Press.

• Video summaries improve engagement.
• They leave author to produce but help and
support them.
• Video submission is embedded in submission
process and videos are peer reviewed.
• They run a competition for best video abstract.
• Publish around 15 videos a month, hosted on
YouTube
• Want to make video part of the communication
landscape.

• Frontiers.

• If author submits video they will review and host.
• Mission is to make science open and
understandable, video plays a major part
• Budget to promote articles they think are
important, aiming to have 50% of papers they
promote to have some video content.

Up to you middle: Conferences
• Conferences are the obvious video “winner”
– so much content available
• Help the wider society issues of education,
outreach
• Promotion too: Interview attendees about
the value of the conference and the Society
• Already have experts in one one place,
already have AV set up, should be easy…
• Business models are tricky.
• Technical requirements are not
straightforward

Splash around: Podcasts
• Producing a good podcast requires skill
• Presenter needs to be someone who is
interested, engaged, knowledgeable,
committed
• Author interviews, introduction to an issue,
hot topics..
• Extremely popular medium
• 44% Americans listen, 22% in their car. 80%
listen all the way through
• Average 7 shows per week, subscribe to 6
• Comedy is most popular genre, 2nd most
popular is education.
• People want to learn
• However, many people speed it up!

ASM Case Study
• ASM podcasts are downloaded more than
150,000 times every month, totalling over
10 million downloads to date
• This Week in Virology and This Week in
Microbiology are in the top 10% - or better
– of all podcasts, based on industry numbers
for downloads per episode.
• ASM podcasts regularly appear at the top of
the charts (top 10) in their category (Science
& Medicine) in Apple Podcasts (aka iTunes).

Going for a swim: Teaching and Learning
• Video is used a lot in Education and as a teaching
tool, this intersects with our space
• Subject-specific training for practitioners
• Create – and sell – online courses demonstrating
the most up-to-date techniques in their
particular area.
• Demonstrating how to take blood or how to
resuscitate an infant lend themselves well to being
demonstrated on video.

• Some societies repurpose popular podcasts to
form an element of CME program
• Used to educate reviewers and editors on their
policy – ethics, plagiarism, aims, submission

Fully submerged: Primary Content
• Good for any studies of people or movement –
• Case Study: Arthroscopy Techniques
• core part of every article is a video demonstrating a
surgical technique.
• Articles are submitted as video (with technical
notes, a text abstract, and supporting images)

• Case Study: JOVE – methods journal.
• Documenting lab procedures.
• PhDs on staff who read the literature, approach the
scientist.
• Network 25 teams of videographers who film
procedure.
• JOVE edit and write the script, create transcript,
translate..

In brief….

Video is
excellent for
Audio is
excellent for

•
•
•
•

demonstrations of any kind (surgery, psychotherapy,)
showing behaviour (studies of animals or people)
showing movement (cells, machinery, artists/dancers)
promotion (of brands, articles, science), particularly
through social media
• lay summaries of complex information
• teaching and learning

• Building rapport -- and by extension, community

Challenges
Business case

Human resources

• creating new
types of content is
resource-hungry,
particularly where
users expect
content to be
freely available
• Hard to cover
costs
• The benefits are
often intangible

• finding time in
amongst
competing
priorities
• finding people
with the right
expertise
(especially when
it is new expertise
for an
organization),
whether it be for
presenting
podcasts or
editing video.

Financial resources
• creating highquality content
(either audio or
video) requires a
financial
commitment
• often no
immediate
returns in sight

ROI
• video and audio
outputs are often
free to users and
therefore lossleaders or
adjuncts to
another product
• Quantifying and
measuring their
effectiveness or
usage is
extremely
challenging

Discoverability and
Navigation

Content
Management

• Youtube?
• but where does a
specialist
discover?
• How do you
make content in
a 15 min video
visible to a
search engine.

• have you got the
infrastructure to
manage the
content?
• how about
workflows?

Success Metrics
and Measurement
• how to measure
usage?
• are the
important
people are
viewing it – its
not just a
numbers game

Quality and
Accessibility
• homemade
iPhone or
professionally
produced?
• legal implications
of compliance

What do we need to do next?
Learning
Be creative
Standard metadata
Transcripts and closed captions
Long-term archiving
Rights

• How to apply expertise of scholarly publishing to video
• Build your audience
• Advertising, sponsorship and subscriptions are all models that can work

• Industry-wide effort to create standards for metadata that supports
the discovery and indexing of video, including DOIs
• closed captions and full-text transcript for accessibility and
discoverability
• CLOCKSS and Portico are both committed to preserving video; it is up to
publishers to ensure that they are submitting their video
• Engaging with rights issues around videos as seriously as we do around other
forms of content

The Future

“Video and audio are the media of
choice for a whole generation of
younger people who will shortly make
up the majority of consumers of
scientific and academic
communication.”
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